Hoyt Katera

H

oyt is a heavy hitter in the bow-making arena
with few others that can stand along side the
brand in terms of technology, quality and performance. The people at Hoyt know their business and produce rigs that meet or in many cases exceed their customer’s wants and demands. Seems like a fairly solid game
plan!! The 2008 race is already in full swing and Hoyt is
burning up their CNC machines (a figure of speech, of
course) producing their flagship – the Katera. With the
huge success of the Vectrix the Katera had a lot to live up
to – lets see how it stacks up…

The Basics
Riser: There is no mistaking a Hoyt TEC riser. It is one
of the most proven and recognizable structures in the
industry. Designed to absorb shock, provide strength and
serve as the cornerstone for the entire rig the reflexed TEC
riser on the Katera measures approximately 25.5 inches
from end to end. As with all top-end Hoyt bows the
Katera’s riser is CNC machined into its final form using
high-grade aluminum. The reflex geometry measures
2.625 inches giving the Katera an extended power stroke
and in turn increased speed.
What exactly is the TEC design? Basically the TEC platform consists of a thin strut that loops back behind the
shooter’s bow hand. At its widest point the riser spans
approximately 4.25 inches, which is significantly wider
than most risers on the market. The outcome is added
strength and stability. The manufacturing process also
generates many cutouts, flowing lines and the necessary
structural and accessory holes found on the Katera. What
makes the TEC structure special? To start, Hoyt advertises
that this design greatly minimizes poor arrow flight characteristics and effectively lengthens the life of the product.
TEC also channels shot vibration through the truss thereby bypassing the grip and shooter’s hand. The shooter
feels less vibration at the shot and the system generates
less noise.
The riser has an interesting and useful structural feature at its ends in the form of a 3-prong limb pocket receptacle. We will discuss the significance of this further in the
limb pocket overview to follow. Other Katera riser based
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features include a stainless steel stabilizer mounting
insert, laminated one-piece wood grip, several dampening accessories and a straight carbon cable guard rod.
Risers are finished in one of three ways: Film dipped

(Realtree APG), anodized (Inferno,
Jade, Red Ember, Blue and Jet Black),
or painted (in blue, black, yellow,
white, light blue or pink).
Customer Connection: Hoyt’s
proven TEC riser design is well balanced and getting it into the customer’s hands is well worth your time.
You have got to love the stainless
steel stabilizer-mounting insert!
Every top-end bow should come
standard with one. Quality components lead to a quality product.
The one-piece laminated wood
grip is well formed for comfort and
consistency. Again, most archers will
appreciate the time and effort that
Hoyt has put into designing this
important shooter-to-bow interface.
Another good reason to get the Katera
in their hands.
There is a finish for most everyone.
Limbs/limb pockets: Serving as
the limb to riser interface is Hoyt’s
Triax Pocket Stabilization system. As
discussed in the last section each end
of the riser is machined into a 3prong structure that interconnects
with the pocket. To understand the
system extend four fingers from one
of your hands and then three fingers
from the other – now interlace them
so that the three are set within the
four. The three prongs are actually
machined right into the riser and the
four pocket components consist of
several separate structures. One of
those structures is actually the overall
pocket piece while the other two are
individual U-channel pieces that
contact the underside of the limb and
the two outer riser prongs. The union
creates precise alignment, strength
and stability. Katera pockets pivot
when adjusted for weight and also
include dual locking tabs. A pivoting
pocket, rather than a pivoting limb
more precisely controls the movement and tolerances at this critical
riser-to-limb interface. Pockets are
CNC machined from aluminum and
are black anodized.
Three Hoyt technologies including 3/4 inch Split Limb technology,
Five Layer Lamination technology
and Uniform Stress Distribution technology are poured into the Katera’s XT

Pro Series limbs. The patented 3/4
inch Split Limb design provides an
effective overall width of 2.25 inches,
which is significantly wider than the
traditional solid limbs found on many
bows. Hoyt’s goal with this technology
is to increase lateral and torsional stability and yet decrease the overall
mass and weight of their parallel
limbs. An added and important benefit to split limbs is their inherent elimination of two common stress points
found with traditional solid limbs –
the V-groove needed to make way for
the eccentrics and the groove or hole
needed for the limb bolt to pass
through. Stress points are areas where
cracking can originate.
Hoyt’s proprietary Five Layer
Lamination limb construction combines material layers adhered at different levels from the core material
creating both strength and working
flexibility. Uniform Stress Distribution (USD) works through prestressed and contoured limbs that
become straighter as a load is applied
and increased. The straightening
reduces the stress and stores energy
over the entire length of the limb.
Performance and longevity are the
result. Limbs are available in 10
pound increments from 40 to 80
pounds to suit almost every archer’s

draw weight preference. Hunting bow
limbs are film dipped in Realtree’s
APG camo and target limbs are painted.
Customer Connection: The Triax
pocket design is an obvious strengthening component. Customers who
are looking for all the evidences of
quality will appreciate this feature.
Pivoting pockets are more precise
and consistent than the alternative.
Another selling point.
Hoyt limbs have successfully
proven themselves over and over.
With their track record and abundant
technology your customer should be
confident in the limbs.
Eccentrics: Speeds advertised to
hit 330 feet per second as rated per
accepted IBO specs are generated by
Hoyt’s new 2008 Z3 Cam & ½ eccentric system. The Z3 was engineered
specifically for Hoyt’s 2008 top-end
bows. Cam & ½ technology is also
known as a hybrid system, which
combines some of the benefits from
both single and dual cam configurations. Cams ride on a steel axle and
sealed ball bearings that couple
strength with reduced friction. While
each cam set offers the choice
between 65 or 75 percent letoff by
simply moving the draw stop peg they
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are also draw length specific. This
means that within the cam set you
cannot adjust the draw length. This
limits versatility, however, it optimizes performance. Cams may be
purchased in draw lengths that range
from 24 to 30 inches. Hoyt has gained
a reputation for their silky smooth
draw cycles and the Z3 has been targeted for the same.
Customer Connection: Want to
sell a bow? Offer your customer a bow
that sends arrows down range at 330
fps while recording little shock or
vibration in the shooter’s hand.
Z3 cams are made to be precise
not versatile. Your customer is offered
an optimized shooting system that
will perform at its peak.
Here is a similar comment to one
I have made before concerning
another top 2008 rig - Think about
these specs: 24 to 30 inch draw
lengths and 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80pound peak draw weights. That
means that most everyone in my
family could shoot a Katera. My son,
Michael, who is 11 has a 24 inch draw
length and pulls over 50 pounds. My
wife, Jennifer, has a 26 inch draw
length and pulls approximately 40
pounds. Of my six children only two
could not shoot the Katera and they
are only 6 and 8 years old.
Silencing/Shock reducing features: In today’s market customers
demand a premium bow to be light
on shock and vibration and to that
end Hoyt has decked out the Katera
with many dampening accessories.
The split limbs are home to a pair of
AlphaShox and the riser houses two
RizerShox, which consist of two independent units compressed into tactically placed cutouts on the riser and
made of Limbsaver’s Navcom material. String vibration is kept to a minimum with StringShox and the
StealthShot String Suppression system. A big player in the game of
silence is the position of the limbs –
parallel. Parallel limbs move in equal
and opposite directions when the
bow is shot, effectively canceling out
any leftover energy that could possibly cause vibration and noise.
Customer Connection: All of the
features listed above make for a very
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quiet rig – letting your customer
experience the smooth draw, insignificant shock and vibration levels along
with the silence of the shot will go a
long way in selling a bow.

Testing:
Tests were conducted using the
following equipment:
Spot-Hogg Hooter Shooter
portable shooting machine
Easton Professional
Chronograph with an infrared
lighting system
Easton BowForce Mapper
Handheld unit
Oehler M35 Chronograph
Easton Digital Bow Scale
Modified Apple Super Pro Bow
Press
NAP QuikTune 3000 Arrow Rest
TRU Ball Chappy Boss release
Set up: A 30 inch draw length and
70 pound draw weight has become
the industry-accepted specs for IBO
ratings. If not already within the tolerances of ASTM F 1544-04 the draw
length will be adjusted and the draw
weight will be set to 70 pounds +/- 1
lb (the +/- 1 pound requirement is
also an ASTM F 1544 -04 requirement). Speeds will be measured using
a correctly spined 350 grain arrow.
This weight comes from the IBO rule,
which states that, “Arrows must weigh
at least 5 grains per pound of the
bow’s maximum shooting weight…”
As stated earlier Arrow Trade bows
will be tested at 70 pounds so: using
the I.B.O. rule we would multiply 5
grains x 70 pounds = 350 grains. To
summarize our ArrowTrade Standard:
Weight: 70 pounds +/- 1 pound
Draw Length will be set to 30
inches ATA (defined by ASTM F 154404)
Arrows will be selected according
to the formula set out in the I.B.O.
rules for minimum grains per pound
(350 grains)
All arrow velocity ratings must be
measured using a shooting machine
with mechanical release (We will use
the definition of a shooting machine
found in ASTM F 1544-04)
A minimum of five shots must be
chronographed using an arrow as

The Katera XL is 3 inches longer than the
Katera we tested, for a 36 inch axle to axle
length. WIth the same Z3 Cam & 1/2 it is
advertised at 10 fps slower, mainly due to
the generous 7-1/2 inch brace height.

defined above. The five shots will then
be averaged to obtain the final reading. All velocity values for a given
arrow must fall within a range of 2
ft/sec (Taken from ASTM F 1544-04).
An appropriate chronograph with
a minimum of two gates set no more
than 48 inches apart will be used. The
initial gate will be set at 36 inches
from the front of the bow’s handle.

Peak Force -= 70 pounds

Draw Length = 30"

Draw Length - increasing --->

A single brass nock and QuikTune
300 Arrow Rest were attached to the
bow – nothing more. With the exception of these two items every bow is
tested as it would be shipped to the
dealer or customer. In other words, if
it has string silencers or other components pre-installed it is tested with
them installed. While the ‘official’
velocity rating for our calculations
will be taken with an arrow as defined
above, we will also use two other test
arrows as reference points. This will
be done to bring a bracketed picture
of the bow’s speed performance to
the reader. Test arrows include a lightweight 350 grain CAE carbon arrow, a
mid-weight 420 grain Radial X Weave
arrow and a relatively heavy 540 grain
Easton XX78 Super Slam arrow.
Before recording speeds with these
arrows the bow was first paper tuned
with each one. Most every
bowhunter/archer will be able to
extrapolate their approximate arrow
speed in relation to similar set-up
parameters and results presented
from the three test arrows.
Speed/Velocity Test: Speed was
measured with the two chronographs
listed above – Easton’s model as the
primary and the Oehler as a backup/verification unit. Following are
the resulting speed ratings for each in
feet per second rounded to the nearest whole number:

540-grain arrow
270.0
270.4
270.0
269.8
270.4
Average: 270 fps
420-grain arrow
301.2
300.6
300.8
300.8
300.8
Average: 301 fps
350-grain arrow
326.2
326
326
325
325.6
Average: 326 fps
Potential customers will generally make their bow purchase choice
based on several factors including the
cost, speed, shot noise, shock/vibration level, grip and the draw cycle.
In our testing for ArrowTrade
Magazine we try to give you a feel for
how a bow performs in the “subjective” areas mentioned above. You can
then focus on the bow’s notable subjective points when interacting with
your customer. The term “subjective”
can basically be translated into “opinion”. I will be giving my opinion of
Circle 226 on Response Card
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this bow’s performance in the following subjective categories:
Shot noise
Grip comfort and function
Draw cycle “feel”
Shock and vibration levels
Shot noise will be commented on
along with shock and vibration levels,
as they tend to go hand-in-hand.
While neither is completely vanished
from the Katera both are minimal at
most. There is a slight “bump” felt at
the shot along with a slight left over
vibration – very slight. So that you
don’t get the wrong impression I
would like to point out that you could
shoot the Katera side by side with
most every bow on the market in 2008
and come away certain that yours is
the most shock and vibration free rig.
It is impressive in these categories and
will satisfy even the pickiest of customers. Noise, as you may have
guessed, falls directly in line with the
above. It is a super silent bow that will
not only make shooting more enjoyable but will also serve you well on the
hunt.
Would I change anything about
the Katera? Perhaps the weight, however, it is not a big issue for me, as it
brings with it certain benefits. Still,
the same bow and performance characteristics in a 4 or 4.2 pound pack-
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age... The Katera is
Hoyt Katera
extremely stable on
Draw weights: 40, 50, 60, 70 and 80 pound peak
the target – a quality I
Draw Lengths: 24 to 30 inches
would not trade out
Axle-to-axle length: 33 inches
for a slight decrease
Brace Height: 6 inches
in weight.
Mass Weight: 4.5 pounds
The Hoyt grips
Let-off option: 65 or 75 percent on the same cam
have always been
Eccentrics: Z3 Cam & ½
comfortable to me
Strings and cables: Fuse Custom
and the one-piece
Tested speed: 326 fps tested
wood grip on the
Available hunting finish: Realtree APG
Katera continues that
Grip: One-piece laminated wood
tradition. It is well
Riser: CNC machined aluminum - reflex
formed to create a
Limb pockets: Triax Pivoting
consistent
hand
Limbs: 12 inch, parallel position, 3/4 inch Split,
position at full draw
5-Layer, fiberglass
where it really matCable Guard: Straight carbon
ters. This characterisWarranty: MSRP: $849.00
tic is necessary for
accuracy.
Smooth is the name of the game goes into propelling the arrow.
when it comes to the Katera’s draw Basically it is the energy that is left
cycle. I have tested many of the top over from the stored energy after all of
2008 rigs from across the industry the bow system friction is accounted
and this bow has few credible rivals in for.)
this category. The draw cycle charted
here represents a strong steady climb
Stored Energy: 100.97 footand drop with soft transitions in pounds
between. This one factor equates to a
(When you draw the bow you
high level of enjoyment when repeat- supply power/energy into the limbs.
edly firing a bow and will lead to more The amount of energy that the limbs
time spent at the practice range - we can hold is known as the stored enerall know that practice is essential to gy.)
success. At the end of this ultra
smooth draw you will find a stable
Efficiency Rating: 81.83 percent
aim. The Katera just sits on the target
(This is the amount of the stored
– no fighting to bring it back. A bow energy (in percent) that can be sucthat works for you on the range will cessfully transferred into propelling
also work for you in the field. The end the arrow upon release. The bow
result will either be a better target design, including limbs, limb pockscore or a downed animal.
ets, cam systems, and axle types play
If your customer is in the market into the bow’s efficiency. An example
for a high-end bow I would strongly would be a sealed ball bearing in the
suggest they shoot the Katera before idler wheel verses a simple unsealed
making any final decisions. It is truly rod bearing. It takes more energy to
a quality rig from top to bottom with rotate the unsealed rod bearing
great speed and excellent shot char- (more friction) verses the sealed ball
acteristics. It is my guess that Hoyt bearing (less friction) so more of the
will have their biggest year to date bow’s potential energy is used. The
with the Katera leading the way.
end result is a lower efficiency rating
because less stored energy is left over
Test Bow Technical Info
to propel the arrow.)
(350 grain arrow/ 70 pound peak
draw weight/30 inch draw length)
SE/PF Ratio: 1.44
Measured Speed: 326.00 fps
This is the ratio of stored energy
to peak force. In other words what
Kinetic Energy: 82.62 foot- return are you getting for the power
pounds
you supply.
(This is the energy that actually

